
French II Summer Homework 

 

1. In Duolingo, complete at least through the “school” topic on the tree (main 

screen.) 

 

2. Also in Duolingo, complete the first two “stories”. To do this, choose “stories” in 

the menu bar at the top of the main screen. The stories are called “Good 

Morning!” and “A Date.” 

 

3. Use this link to join the correct French 2 quizlet class: 

https://quizlet.com/join/ZjeYzRWhK 

 

4. Use this link to join the French 2 quizizz class: 
https://quizizz.com/join?showGroupJoin=true&t=f86fb4502209e1fd1b1d9d6747a079643e05d6faf8cfa25df3b20e44

c282c4b38bfb7275d5edd05b84f7a4203872628f1ef09cfbb0ec9a42f14d78d65fc585e5fa85d6454d41e46107e49acf26

8bff3174614e49999ac6c2184973f1307d331f62f2cab8f6462a41eba793dd4ba468a3ad2a8473017d3b1de81ee3643f3

3ffe2 

 

5. Use the password record at the end of this document to keep track of your 

accounts for French class. (No need to share this with me.) 

 

6. Read the attached notes about a culture project that is due October 16th. You 

must decide on your topic before the first day of school.  

 

7. Complete this online form to communicate your culture topic choice and your 

Duolingo, etc, usernames to me (but not your passwords!) 

https://forms.gle/RDex2LqYd1m3GftU7 

 

8. Print the page of notes at the end of this document. Use these quizlet sets to fill in the English 

columns: https://quizlet.com/_4z28dq and  https://quizlet.com/_4z29ww,  
� Practice the quizlet sets linked above. 

� Use the following videos to learn how to pronounce the vocabulary on the two pages 

of notes with pictures (avoir and faire idioms) 

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfM6WOHfzks&t=60s 

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkLff75OydY&t=17s 

� Watch this etre expressions video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQa1pu3DQNM 



Francophone Culture Project 
Instructions: Choose a topic before the first day of school. Prepare a highly visual presentation 

on a large tri-fold board. It should be brimming with pictures, maps, diagrams, and other visual 

aids, and it should contain at least 20 facts. The idea is that a person should be able to learn a 

lot about your topic simply by viewing your display, as if at a museum. You must also give a very 

short presentation of 3 to 5 minutes during class highlighting the most interesting parts of your 

project. The tri-fold boards will be displayed at the art show.  The project is due October 16th.  

RUBRIC 

Appearance 

x2 

very sloppy 

or much too 

small 

not very neat; 

not very 

interesting or 

too small 

not sloppy 

but not 

particularly 

interesting or 

too small 

neat and 

interesting; 

big enough 

very neat and 

eye-catching 

/ full size tri-

fold board 

packed full of 

pictures and 

information 

Facts 

x2 

very little 

information 

not enough 

information 

or some is 

inaccurate 

could have 

used more 

information 

or some info 

is inaccurate 

enough 

information; 

accurate and 

interesting 

a lot of 

information; 

accurate and 

interesting 

Organization 

x2 

Information is 

extremeley 

disorganized 

and / or 

confusing 

Pictures are 

lacking 

captions. 

Hard to learn 

about the 

topic from 

this display 

Just a list of 

facts / visual 

aids not well 

integrated  

Information is 

organized but 

does not 

integrate the 

visual aids 

well 

Information is 

organized in 

a way that 

makes it easy 

for viewers to 

learn about 

the topic 

Oral 

presentation 

x2 

much too 

short or too 

long; 

uninteresting 

 a little too 

short or long 

or lacking 

enthusiasm 

 3-5 minutes 

long; 

interesting to 

students 

sources cited list of sources 

is incomplete 

   complete list 

of sources is 

provided 

met 

deadlines 

project two 

weeks late 

 project a 

week late 

chose topic 

late or 

changed 

topic 

chose topic 

on time 

turned in tri-

fold board by 

Oct 16 

 

  



From the list of topics below, select one that interests you. Learn as much as you can about the 

topic and prepare a visual presentation to share the information.  

Topic choices 

1. France has what they call DOM-TOMs, which are their overseas departments and territories. 

Tell the class what the DOM-TOMs are and where they are located. Choose one or two to 

describe in detail. Details can include climate, population, diet, geography, and / or history. 

2. Choose a French-speaking country and tell about its climate, population, diet, geography, and 

history (especially as it pertains to its relationship with France). Explain why French is spoken in 

that country, and tell whether it is the only official language or not.  

3. Describe the system of government used by two or more French speaking countries. Include 

information about its currency and economy. Tell the name of the capital and how the nation is 

divided (states, provinces?). Compare the size of the country to the size of the United States or a 

state within the United States. Choose countries from this list: French Guiana, Cameroon, 

Belgium, Switzerland, France, Canada, Madagascar. 

4. Discuss different styles of food from various French-speaking countries, and even the different 

regions of France. Display pictures of dishes from at least 5 regions or countries. If applicable, 

explain why that dish may be popular in that region. (For example, if a region is near the ocean 

seafood may be popular.) 

5. Highlight 10 tourist attractions in the French speaking world (not all in one city, please).  

6. Tell about the life and work of a well-known French artist, writer, composer, or actor. You may 

choose more than one.  

7. Choose two or more countries from this list to discuss: Haiti, Switzerland, Canada, Belgium, 

Luxembourg, Côte d’Ivoire, Vietnam, Togo, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon. Tell what 

the other languages are which are spoken there. How are the languages divided? By region? 

Social class? Do most people speak multiple languages or do some speak one and some speak 

another? (You could share statistical facts.) Tell why French is spoken in this country. For visual 

aids, show pictures of the countries (architecture or landscape) and / or a map showing their 

locations. (The reason it says to choose two or more countries is because you will be sharing 

quick facts. If you go very much in depth two countries will be enough to fill up your board. If 

you skim the surface you may need more countries. Either way is acceptable.)  

8. Describe the traditions around holidays such as Easter, Christmas, and / or Halloween, or 

describe a traditional marriage ceremony in a French-speaking country of your choice. 

9. If you have another idea, feel free to email me to get approval. 

 



French II Usernames and Passwords                                                   

2019-2020 

 

Site / app Username Password 

Duolingo   
Flipgrid sign in using arrowsacademyga.org email address. No 

password needed 

Quizlet   
Quizizz   
Renweb (for 

assignments & grades)   
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
  



Les verbes en -er 

FRENCH ENGLISH FRENCH ENGLISH 

aimer  aider  

arriver  allumer  

chercher  annuler  

commander  apporter  

coûter  assister  

demander  blesser  

donner  casser  

écouter  compter  

étudier  crier  

habiter  dépenser  

gagner  détester  

jouer  expliquer  

laver  éviter  

laisser  fermer  

monter  garder  

parler  louer  

passer  marcher  

porter  montrer  

poser  oublier  

quitter  penser  

regarder  pleurer  

rentrer  prêter  

rester  tousser  

tomber  utiliser  

travailler    

trouver    

 


